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About This Game

Victory and Glory: Napoleon is a game of grand strategy and fast-play tactical battles where you take the role of Napoleon
Bonaparte and attempt to dominate the entire continent of Europe. You will move armies and navies, fight great battles, recruit

new troops, and add new regions to your empire. The AI controls Great Britain and the other allied nations and troops that
comprise an ever-changing alliance bent on stopping you!

Can you carve out a European empire that will survive the growing threat from perfidious Albion and her allies? Can you
change history and do better than L’Empereur?

Features

Re-fight the entire Napoleonic Wars!

Strategic Level map of Europe from 1800 – 1818.

Dozens of unique unit types (cavalry, infantry, artillery, and generals for each major nation and several minor nations).

Almost 100 unique ‘Event Cards’ with artwork by world-renowned Napoleonic Artist: Keith Rocco. Each card gives the
player special unit upgrades, advantages in battle, new recruits, historical events, or political actions that can change the
alliances or borders of the French Empire.
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Land and Naval Battles utilizing a fast-play abstracted tactical battle system.

More detailed tactical battle system also available for larger battles.

Never plays the same way twice. Infinitely re-playable.

Solo play against a very challenging AI

Includes six unique scenarios with different starting conditions:

1800: The Second Coalition

1805: The Dash for the Danube

1806: Who’s Next?

1809: The Austrian Phoenix and the Spanish Quagmire

1812: Into Russia

1813: Defending the Empire
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The game is not worth the money ask. Simple as that.

I was waiting with this review to see how much support the game is going to get after release. The game was released on March
17 and there is still no official patch to it (there is beta patch since a month now, I can't call that good support).

The core of the game is quite nice, but there are glarrying issues (especially AI in battles, which is really bad, extremely
predictable and exploitable) and the game just doesn't offer that much. I could recommand the game if it was 10 €, but not for
28 €, that's way too much for the content you get. There are simply many other strategy games of similar (or bigger) depth as
this, which are cheaper and get more support after release. I don't think I'm going to buy another Slitherine released game any
time soon. Every time I did it, it was the same thing - high price, not that deep gameplay and very little post-release support.

However, if you don't care about price that much (or, unlikely, there is a good promo when you read this), the game is still fun
for several hours and you can try it. Maybe the patch (when it finally comes) will fix some of the issues I had.. It took me a
minute to enjoy this game, but it is a fun litte Napoleno adventure. It can be very challenging and has some annoyances, but at a
sale price it is worth it.. Victory and Glory: Napoleon recounts the Napoleonic Wars using six expeditions that cover the most
important events in the career of the great general. The basic expedition begins soon after the coronation of Napoleon as
emperor and chronicles his following expedition against the European coalition of England, Austria and Russia with other forces
in the continent observing the struggle with a neutral attitude. The secondary expeditions will lead you from the triumph of
Marengo up to the Battle of Leipzig, also named Battle of Nations.

The action unfolds in two levels, in the general map where you will receive the most important strategic decisions and in the
field of battle. The map reminded me the unforgetable tabletop strategy Risk and includes all the countries and the troops in the
simple form of icons. The units can be split up at will and incorporate themselves with other units as well as move independently
in different territories in order to confront crises.

Victory and Glory: Napoleon distinguishes itself from the other titles in his category, not because of the amazing graphics or his
musical score but for his strategic innovations. Every single minute that you will spend in his company you will feel inside the
same sentiments that Napoleon felt in the course of his career: the loneliness of a person who is hated from an entire continent,
the stress that rises from repeated crises in your state, you will experience the pride and the arrogance of a conqueror but also
the sadness that burdens the breast of the loser after a difficult battle. The highest enjoyment you will feel playing it is no other
than the absolute autonomy of strategic movements in his digital world.

The tools of governing in Victory and Glory: Napoleon is the diplomacy, event cards, the deployment of great armies and the
armed conflicts. Fluctuating the diplomacy rating with the use of political points that is gathered by your choices is possible to
guide the neutral powers at your side. Thus you can turn your newfound allies against the hateful British or improve your
relations with the members of the hostile European coalition, isolating your arch nemesis from his allies. The event cards
provide many bonuses that should be selected at the appropriate time so that they have also the biggest possible impact in the
strategic outcome. If, for example, an army of ten units approaches yours with hostile intent and your army have only five units
dont worry. Check the event cards and use (if you have them) those that exchange your units with corresponding superior ones,
annex the nation where they standing (if it doesn't belong in your state) and voila, you have neutralized the numerical superiority
of the enemies.

In the field of battle, Drover made an amazing work drawing the unit's icons with the quality of a microscopic work of art. With
the numerical depiction of experience on units it becomes easy to line them up in strong formations. The strategy in the battle is
much deeper than that I have expected before playing the game. The alignment of the military in quartets where the side units
enhance the interior ones is a fresh perspective in our digital wars. Placing experienced units in the flanks and weak units on the
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interior, form an armored legion that withstands everything. The battle mode has nothing to envy from the strategic greatness of
a game of chess. How and whether the units will move, where to hit, along with the selection of the target, separates the winner
from the loser. The automated processing of battle usually has better results than the manual one but does not offer the same
pleasure. You will jumping from joy when you destroy a powerful hostile army cleverly placing your units and killing the enemy
units by hitting them in the proper order. The randomness of the attack's outcome favors the continuous loading of your saved
positions.

The artificial intelligence of Victory and Glory: Napoleon is so good that it will surprise you. Enemy nations are simply cunning:
like a flock of hungry wolves they move carefully in the outskirts of my Empire and gather their forces by choosing the right
time to strike. If they have superiority in a field, they attacking mercilessly. For example, in naval battles, i spent many
nightmarish moments because the powerful British navy attacked and sank with ease a small number of my fleets. With my
navy ravaged, the British temporarily made impossible any possible landing of French troops on their island and also they gain
the ability to disembark their troops by sea to every part of the continent they want, remaining a constant threat to my territories.

Giannis Moschonas

Editor in www.gameworld.gr. A solid boardgame gone digital, but I think $28 is a bit overpriced. Pick it up at a sale, it's good
fun, not too deep or complex.. Games like this make me wish Steam had a more granular way of rating games, rather than just
giving it a thumbs up or thumbs down. Buttttt, that being said I can somewhat recommend this game. I bought the game on sale
for $10, and it was OK for that price.

Pros:
-Engaging gameplay, it was fun to figure out the systems and how to beat them. The battles are simplistic but fun, and allow a
number of different tactics. The strategic dynamic is also neat; as the French you have raw strength and skill and can smash
army after army; however the nefarious British can continually bring in new enemies to beset you. It's like fighting against a
flock of ducks; you are trying to quickly smash the ones in front of you before the entire flock can swarm you and pull you
down.
- music is surpisingly listenable
- the game seems bug free, and does a reasonable job of conveying the rules to this complex board game.

Cons:
- The UI design is terrrrrrrible. Adjusting and combining armies is a giant pain in the♥♥♥♥♥ and in general the strategic map
seems blithely unaware of the last 30 years of game design.
- Once you've played a few games, there is not much need to play more. This is alright for a $10 game. If I had paid the full $30
I would be much more bothered by this.
- The AI is competent at the battles, but is largely out to lunch when it comes to the strategic map.. Overall: Fun, but too easy.

The game system itself is fantastic! Deatiled, beautiful art, strategy at a mid-depth that is easy to grasp without becoming
bogged down. However, it's singleplayer only, and as the French side only. If this game was multiplayer it would be the gold-
standard Napoleonic online experience. Since this game is derived from a boardgame of the same name, I can clearly see where
as a 2 player experience, the nuance and forethought that the AI lacks would make this game one of the favorites in my library.

Once you have mastered the combat system, lining up and destroying the opposing armies becomes something you can do
without too much problem, and as you level up the troops under Napoleon's command, he mops the floor with any army the
coalitions can put on the map.

Great game for conquering Europe in an afternoon, and really looking forward to the possibility of multiplayer in the future.
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A good boardgame on the Napoleonic Wars.
The game has a good replay value, charming visuals and a lot of chrome that adds atmosphere and napoleonic flair to the whole.
The tactical combat on land is quite fun though only somewhat Napoleonic due to its abstracted nature. Regardless it is fun and
it does incorproate signature elements of the period such as 'square' or the importance of cavalry POST battle.
Unit coordination via cards can have awesome results (like having a neighbouring army add it's cavalry and some artillery to an
initially even fight... thus allowing you to really finish off the enemy post battle).
The AI is decent though still needs a bit off work. HOWEVER I so far only tried the easier difficulty. At the harder levels it
may be fiercer.
The big downside is naval combat. Unbalanced and boring it's best ignored for now.. The game's visual aspects are incredibly
well polished, the selection of music for the soundtrack is well done, it fits Napoleonic history, the game mechanics are well
designed, and overall it's just plain fun.. Very enjoyable and relaxing grand strategy game. It won't shake your foundations in
any way, but it's clean fun and entertaining. Excellent work!. Victory and glory is based on the board game by the same name.

As a huge board game lover. I felt the need to try it.
In summery the game is pretty simple and can feel redundent.

Its very different from risk so I'm not sure why everyone in the review keeps saying its risk?
Since the game does feature a basic tactical battle, navies and limited attrition.

The game has a set of event card which are used for the politics in the game. In short frances lets them add territories to the
french empire which makes all the major nations mad at france. Englands lets them get other nations to declare war on france as
part of the coaliton. A few cards als give you troops.

On a strategic level the game is about momentum. As france you need to knock enemies out of the war faster than they can join
it. If you cannot you will be overwealmed.

Battles are fought in a tactical kind of way but they can be rather redundent with players using almost the same tactic ever battle,
making them not much better than just strait dice chucking. Slitherine made a decent AI for this game, it seems to be able to
hold its own with people, which is excellent even in a simple game like this.

All in all this is not the board game to computer conversion of a board gamers dream. It at best is a superior option to computer
solitare.. A very good Napoleonic war game but it would of been nice to play as another nation at that price.

7/10 worth a buy.. Save your money. The mechanics are poor.

British land at Mareseille forcing the French fleet to sea. French fleet destroyed or captured. British losses more than made up
for by captured French ships. Fair enough, I think.

France defeats Austria at 'Austerlitz'. Around 1/3 of the Austrian army near Vienna was eliminated. More than 1/3 was routed.
French losses were 1 infantry eliminated, one heavy horse routed. The Austrians eventually retreat, with 3 cavalry (8 points)
screening. France pursues the routed army with 5 cavalary units (15 points). Only France loses a unit. Seriously?

France attacks British forces at Marseille. Eliminates a British regiment, routs three. Brits retreat, with no cavalry screen.
French iniate pursuit with 3 cavalry. No losses to either side

Austria refuses to surrender. Launches counter attack. Le Grande Armee beats them off. French again pursue, only to lose
another cav in the process, for no further loss to Austria. Austria refuses to surrender. France reinforces Napoleon at Vienna and
begins to chase fleeing British army into Italy. The French army in Italy withdraws before the advancing British.

Austria attacks again. Sustains heavy losses, but Napoleon's army is being attritioned. Russian army arrives and attacks
Napoleon. Napoleon again beats off the attack inflicting heavy losses. No pursuit offered. France begins moving further forces
to Vienna

Combined Austrian and Russian Army attacks. Another French victory. Finally Austria surrenders. Prussia enter the war
immediately. Napoleons forces severly depleted. Its late 1806.
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. So this is based off the board game Napoleon in Europe. I have this board game but I don't get the chance to play often. This is
a great interpretation of that game. Its not historacly accurate but it is a lot of fun,. very good game .and the best battle system i
have seen yet .to bad AGEOD games don't have it
. I had always hoped someone would create a computer version of Napoleon in Europe, a classic boardgame portmanteau of axis
& allies and diplomacy that can still be found on ebay at somewhat exorbitant prices. Well, it is here! Sort of.

So far, I have played through one campaign and I love it. It has some differences from the boardgame (e.g., I dont think calvary
can abandon a charge once an infantry forms a square) but it is a great experience. The battle system, a kind of basic miniatures
minigame, may seem odd to those unfamiliar with the boardgame. The whole thing may be off-putting if you aren't expecting a
virtual boardgame. But if you are the type that fondly thinks of counters and chits and miniatures-this is a solid purchase. My
only issue is they have so far chosen to go with a single player version where the player must be France. This is the proper first
choice but I long for multi-player and a British campaign. Still, all in all, it was money well spent.. I like this game but i fing that
strategic movement is too dependant on cards andnot related to how good a leader is . I wish the battles felt more napoleonic ,
the setting is just a back drop you could be fighting in any time period or place / scifi etc . Dont get me wrong I really like the
game but it lacks flavor , manuver . The sea battles are too boring as well . This is a Great generic game it worth a play .
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